ORIENTATION OUTLINE
Welcome – including an outline of what the orientation will entail.
Part 1: Overview of the Self-Determination Program






The History of Self-Determination
The Principles of Self-Determination
An Overview of California’s Self-Determination Program
Your Responsibilities in the Self-Determination Program
Who Will Help You in the Self-Determination Program (a brief introduction to each:
your planning team, service coordinator, independent facilitator, FMS)

Part 2: Getting Started





Meet Jason and Sofia (The introduction of Jason and Sophia who are fictional
participants of different ages, disabilities, and needs and how they figure out their
plans for their future. We follow their self-determination journey throughout the
orientation. There are handouts on Jason and Sofia that people can use as examples
that contain their fake person- centered plans, budgets, and other decisions they
have made. This handout is referenced throughout the orientation)
 ACTIVITY: Hopes & Dreams
What is Person-Centered Planning (pre-planning and making decisions)
 ACTIVITY: Pre-Planning
Turning Dreams into a Plan (putting your ideas into action)
 ACTIVITY: Turning Dreams Into a Plan

Part 3: Paying for Your Plan







Your Choice with Service and Supports (information including those things that do
not have a cost so that your budget can go further; what can be paid for under the
Self-Determination Program; what cannot be paid for under the Self-Determination
Program)
Important Rules (generic resources and HCBS rules)
 ACTIVITY: Community Inclusion Assessment
The Individual Budget (including examples of budgets and a worksheet)
 ACTIVITY: Figuring Out Your Individual Budget Expenses
 HANDOUT: Services with Budget Categories and Service Descriptions
Working with a Financial Management Service (what the FMS does, the requirement
to have one, the types of FMS models, how to select the right model for you)
 HANDOUT: FMS Level of Participant Responsibility
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Part 4: Finding People to Help You





Finding the Right Independent Facilitators
 HANDOUT: Template Interview Questions for Independent Facilitator
Finding the Right Service Providers
 HANDOUT: Template Interview Questions for Service Providers
Finding the Right FMS
 HANDOUT: Template Interview Questions for FMS
Agreements with Your Service Providers, Facilitator and FMS
 HANDOUT: Participant Agreement with Service Providers

Part 5: Your Rights & Your Safety




Your rights to disagree and to due process (including due process and information on
more informal resolution strategies)
Criminal Background Checks
Recognizing abuse and neglect (including resources for prevention and self-advocacy)

Part 6: Next Steps





After Orientation (regional center specific instructions and/or plans for local
implementation)
Local Volunteer Advisory Committee
Self-Determination Resources (regional specific resources, where to go with
questions)
Developmental Disability Community Resources

Each part to the orientation has a placeholder for suggested activities and/or discussion. These
areas are provided to enhance the understanding of the materials just covered. Suggested
activities currently being considered are:









Handouts on Jason and Sofia
Worksheet on hopes and dreams
Discussion on Pre-planning – who is your planning team, preparing for a meeting
Turning goals into a plan
How your individual budget is developed
Definitions of services/supports
Figuring out your budget with your selected services/supports
Setting assessment tool
Updated 7/17/18
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Interview questions for service provider template
Service Provider agreement template
Type of FMS handout
Preventing abuse and neglect handout
Self-advocacy handout
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What to Expect
This Orientation is in six parts
Part 1 – Overview of Self-Determination
Part 2 – Getting Started with Person-Centered Planning
Part 3 – Creating a Budget for Your Plan
Part 4 – Finding People to Help You
Part 5 – Your Rights and Your Safety
Part 6 – Next Steps

DRAFT

Part 2 – Getting Started
• Meet Jason and Sofia
• What is Person-Centered Planning?
•
•
•
•

Pre-Planning
Getting your circle of support together
Have a planning meeting
Making decisions and setting goals

• Turning Dreams into a Plan
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Meet Jason and Sofia
• Jason and Sofia are pretend people
• We’ll talk about:
•
•
•
•

The decisions and goals they make with their teams
How their individual budgets were made
Which FMS they choose
What their plans might look like
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Person-Centered Planning
Person-centered planning is about your future
and reaching your goals
Confirmation
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Person-Centered Planning
Self-Determination begins with person-centered planning
• You decide what is important to you to feel fulfilled and happy
• You plan for what is important for you to be healthy, safe and
comfortable in your community

Freedom
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Person-Centered Planning
Important values of person-centered planning:
• Every person can direct their planning process in their own way
• Every person has strengths
• Every person can express preferences
• Every person can make choices
• Every person can have a meaningful life in the community

Confirmation
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Start Thinking
Think about:
• Your strengths, skills and gifts
• Your favorite things
• Things you don’t like
• How you want to live your life
• Your family and traditions
• Your hopes and dreams
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What did Jason think about?
Strengths and skills
Favorite things
Dislikes
Lifestyle/Culture
Hopes and Dreams
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What did Sofia think about?
Strengths and skills
Favorite things
Dislikes
Lifestyle/Culture
Hopes and Dreams
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Activity: Hopes and Dreams
• Think about what you are good at, your likes and dislikes, your
hopes and dreams
• Think about the things that are most important to you
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Preparing for a Planning Meeting
• Have a meeting to plan for your future
• YOU get to direct the meeting and choose who comes
• Create a plan to make your dreams come true
• Have the plan written down to show to others

Confirmation
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Pre-Planning
• When and where do YOU want the meeting to happen?
• What do YOU want to discuss and what do you not want to discuss?
• Who do YOU want to invite?
• Who do YOU want to facilitate the meeting and who will take notes?
• Will anything be needed at the meeting to help YOU?
• Are there issues related to your culture or language for the meeting?
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Jason’s Pre-Planning
Go to Jason’s Handout
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Sofia’s Pre-Planning
Go to Sofia’s Handout
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Activity: Pre-Planning
• Think about your planning meeting.
• Families, think about how the self-determination participant
would answer these questions
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Person-Centered Planning Meeting
• Focus on strengths and contributions
• Independent Facilitator lays out the rules at the beginning
• The participant directs the meetings
• Comments should be made to the participant, not about them
• Notes should be kept and timelines made
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Turning Dreams into a Plan
What dreams do you have for your future?
Job?

School?

Friends?

Health?

* * *
What is getting in the way of your dreams coming true?
Staff hard to find?

Need skills for job?

Unreliable transportation?

* * *

What do you need to make those dreams come true?
Support from a person?
Education or training?

Special equipment?
Transportation?
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Turning Dreams into a Plan
What are some of the first things that should be done?
Finding the right support staff?
Finding experts?
Applying for public benefits?
* * *
Who could help?
Who does the planning team know?
Who has contacts for jobs or an internship?
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Turning Dreams into a Plan
How will you know if your plan is successful?
Create targets, timelines, and goals
Check-ins every few months with Planning Team/Circle of Support

What are the next steps?
Have team take responsibility
Decide who follows up

Give deadlines
Set dates for follow-up meetings

TURN THE RESULTS OF THE MEETING
INTO A WRITTEN PLAN
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Jason’s Person-Centered Plan
Jason’s Overall Goals
•
•
•
•
•

Jason wants to find a job
Jason wants to move into his own place
Jason wants to make new friends
Jason wants to pursue his interest in music
Jason wants to become healthier
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Sofia’s Person-Centered Plan
Sofia’s Overall Goals
•
•
•
•

Sofia wants to be more independent and comfortable at home
Sofia wants to hang out with her school friends
Sofia want to go to a safe and good middle school
Sofia wants to learn to be an artist or graphic designer
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Activity: Turning Dreams into a Plan
• Looking at your worksheets from the previous activities, create a goal
• For that goal, you and your team need to answer:
• Who can help you reach your goal?
• What support or items do you need to reach your goal?
• What are the timelines and follow up?
• What might keep you from reaching your goal?
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Part 3 – Paying for Your Plan
• Your Choice with Service and Supports
• Important rules about what the Self-Determination Program can pay
for
• The Individual Budget
• Working with a Financial Management Service
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Paying for Your Plan
• Not everything in your Person-Centered Plan costs money
• Ask which parts will cost money
• Others can help you figure out how much it will cost
• Others can help you think about who can pay
• Not everything can be paid for by the Self-Determination Program
• Sometimes other sources will pay
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Your Choice with Service and Supports
Many possibilities! Think outside the box!
• Staff to assist you in your own home
• Art class at the community college
• Person to help you start your own business
• Swim class at YMCA
• Taking an Uber or Lyft to a Self-Advocacy Meeting
• Someone to help you make new friends
• AND MANY OTHERS!
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Important Rules about what the
Self-Determination Program Can Pay For
You must try to get other sources to pay first
(called “Generic Resources”)
Services must be provided in places where
you are included in the community

Responsibility
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Must Try to Get Other Sources to Pay First
“Generic Resources”
Therapy  Medi-Cal or health insurance
Personal care  IHSS

Tutoring  school

• No different than the traditional regional center system.
• Helps you save money in your budget for other things.
• You may find that a generic resource is not unique to your needs.
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Services Must Be in the Community
The Self-Determination Program is designed so that you are included in
your community
Inclusion means:
• You make your own choices
• Live in neighborhoods of your choosing
• Opportunity to work and volunteer
• Make friends with people with and without disabilities
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Activity: Community Inclusion Assessment
For every service you want paid for by SDP, you must fill out
assessment and have provider sign it.
It’s about WHERE you get your services.
1. Will you be in a place that is intended mostly for people with
disabilities?
2. Will you be with a group of other people with disabilities?
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Individual Budget
The amount of money you have to buy your services through the
Self-Determination Program.
How do you figure this out?
• Amount of money the regional center spent on your services in
the last 12 months
• Annual Cost Statement plus may include other expenses
• Your goals determine your individual budget
• Changes in your life and unmet needs
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Changing Your Individual Budget
Change in Circumstances, Needs, or Resources
Your life has changed so you need more or less money to meet your
goals.
Changes like:
•
•
•
•
•

Leaving or entering school
Losing or getting a job
Getting very sick or getting better
Having a behavior crisis or becoming more stable
Moving into your own place or moving back home
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Changing Your Individual Budget
Unmet Needs

Show that your needs were not previously being met.
Ask yourself:

Did services get approved that I couldn’t use?
Were some of my needs not identified in my previous IPP?

For example:
• No providers who speak your language
• Provider too far from your home
• No provider with appropriate skills
• Waitlist for a provider
• Didn’t know about a service to meet a need you had
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Changing Your Individual Budget
Regional Center
• Reviews your individual budget with you at your IPP meeting
• Works with you to determine amount if there is a change in
circumstances or unmet need

The Participant

• Your budget comes from your Person-Centered Plan, your IPP goals,
and your needs.
• Responsibility – Using taxpayer money
• Trust that the system will help you in the future if your needs
change
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Individual Budget Expenses
Specific amount each service costs
• You must explain in detail how you will spend your individual
budget
• You can get help in creating your Individual Budget Expenses
from your Independent Facilitator, FMS, and Service
Coordinator
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Figuring Out Your
Individual Budget Expenses
1. For each goal, which parts cost money?
2. Who should pay for the different parts? Remember Generic
Resources!
3. With the help of your independent facilitator and FMS, figure
out how much each service costs that you want the SDP to pay
for.
4. You have to remember to include all taxes and insurance for
your workers – Your FMS will help
5. Your budget will be broken down into monthly expenses
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Jason’s Individual Budget
Amount spent in the last 12 months: $63,100
Self-Determination Individual Budget: $62,512
• Based on projected expenses from Jason’s Person-Centered Plan and IPP goals
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Jason’s SDP Individual Budget Expenses
SERVICE

AMOUNT

Gardening Coach

$6,480

Coaching on Home Skills

$4,212

Staff for Days in the Community

$43,200

Transportation (Partial)

$1,200

Social Coach and Connector

$4,320

Gym Membership (Partial)

$120

Independent Facilitator

$1,000

Financial Management Service (FMS)

$1,980

Total

$62,512.00
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Sofia’s Individual Budget
Amount spent in the last 12 months: $1,176
Self-Determination Individual Budget: $9,800
• Sofia and her family ask for a change in her budget based on unmet need.
• Regional center agrees to the adjusted budget of $9,840 based on what would
have been spent on her services and supports in the traditional system
• Based on projected expenses Sofia’s Person-Centered Plan and IPP, her Individual
Budget becomes $9,800
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Sofia’s SDP Individual Budget Expenses
SERVICE

AMOUNT

Parent Training

$200

After School Aide and Summer School Aide

$6,000

Summer Camp (partial)

$1,000

Art Class

$200

Independent Facilitator

$1,500

Financial Management Service (FMS)

$900

Total

$9,800.00
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Activity: Figuring Out Your Individual Budget
Expenses
Individual Budget Expenses Worksheet
• Think of one your goals
• Can another source pay?
• Think about how much those services will cost.
• Paying a person by the hour? How many hours per week?
• Is it a one-time fee? Monthly fee?
• When will the service start and end?
• Do you need to pay taxes or insurance for your workers?
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Budget Categories
• Your regional center assigns every expense in your Individual Budget
to a service and budget category
• There are only three budget categories:
•
•
•

Living Arrangement
Employment and Community Participation
Health & Safety

• You can transfer up to 10% between categories
• If you need to transfer more, you need to get your team back
together to discuss your budget and IPP
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Financial Management Service
Also called “FMS.”
•Gets money from the regional center to pay for your services
•Tells you how much you have spent every month
•Makes sure you don’t spend more than you have in your budget
•Checks backgrounds and qualifications of your workers
•Pays taxes for your workers
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Responsibility

Financial Management Service
There are three different types of models of FMS.
You choose which type you want based on your needs.
1) Bill Payer
2) Sole Employer
3) Co-Employer
In all of these types, you are still picking all of your providers and workers.
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FMS: Bill Payer
This model may be for you if:
• You only want someone to pay the bills
• You do not want to be the employer of your workers
• The people who help you work for an agency
• You are purchasing items from a company
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FMS: Sole Employer
This model may be for you if:
• You want to have full control of the employment process for your
workers
• You must arrange for liability, workers comp, and health insurance for
your workers
• FMS receives workers’ timesheets and sends paychecks (including taxes)
• Includes Bill Payer Model responsibilities
This type gives you the most responsibility and control
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FMS: Co-Employer
This model may be for you if:
•You want more help with being the employer of your workers with your FMS.
•You want the FMS to help you with:
• Arranging for the insurance, workers comp, and health insurance
• Following employment laws
• Receiving your workers’ timesheets and send paychecks
• FMS takes the liability of having the employee
•Includes Bill Payer Model responsibilities
Less responsibility than Sole Employer Model.
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Jason’s FMS
Jason chooses the Co-Employer Model because:
•
•

He will have workers that he wants to employ
He wants assistance in paying their taxes and insurance
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Sofia’s FMS
Sofia’s family chooses the Bill Payer Model because:
•

She will only be paying bills to agencies or organizations
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FMS Discussion
What type of FMS help do you think you’ll need?
Think about what your needs are.
Think about the level of responsibility you want.
What type of FMS would you choose and why?
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Part 4 – Finding People to Help You
• Finding the Right Independent Facilitators
• Finding the Right Service Providers
• Finding the Right FMS
• Agreements with Your Service Providers, Facilitator and FMS
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Finding the Right
Independent Facilitator
• Think about what you need
• What kind of person would you get along with?
• Do they know your community, neighborhood?
• Can have different people do different things
• No set amount to pay – you can negotiate
• No central list of Independent Facilitators
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Finding the Right
Service Providers and Staff
• Think about what is important to you for your staff
• Train the staff you hire to make sure they are supporting you the way
you want them to
• Interview each person – get help if you need it
• You can negotiate how much you pay them, their hours, benefits
• Call references
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Finding the Right FMS
• Decide what is important to you about your FMS
• Central list of FMS agencies with different models of services they
provide
• Interview each agency – get help if you need it
• Rates will be set
• Call references if you want
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Agreements with Your Providers
For your staff, service providers, Independent Facilitator and FMS
All should sign an agreement BEFORE services begin
In the agreement, be clear about
• Expectations of the job
• Hours and days of the job
• How you will keep track of when they work
• Start date/end date
• Rate of pay
• Where the service will take place
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MEET JASON








Jason is 26 years old
Jason lives at home with his mom but wants to move out someday
Jason has a 24-year old sister who lives in another state
Jason goes to a group day program on weekdays where he loves to work in the garden
Jason loves music and singing
Jason doesn’t have a lot of friends and stays home a lot on weekends
Jason has autism and some health issues. He may be getting diabetes.

What did Jason think about?
Strengths and skills: Great gardener, good singer (especially at church), keeping room neat, laundry,
maps and directions
Favorite things: Playing video games, riding roller coasters, hiking in the woods, traveling to National
Parks
Dislikes: Crowded places, loud noises, many foods, people thinking he’s not smart
Lifestyle/Culture: Gets up early, needs breaks sometimes, needs privacy, not spontaneous – need to
have a plan, goes to church every Sunday with his mom
Hopes and Dreams: Living in his own place, having a job, traveling more, having friends, having a
romantic relationship
Jason’s Pre-Planning
Jason decided:
•The meeting will take place on a Saturday morning at his house.
•He wants to discuss his future. He does not want to discuss his past, especially the parts when he had a
hard time controlling his body. Even though it makes him uncomfortable, he is willing to talk about his
health.
•Jason invited: his mom, younger sister, aunt and uncle, and two cousins, a friend from his day program,
a former teacher, and an elderly neighbor he helps sometimes, and his service coordinator
•Jason chose not to invite any staff from his day program
•To facilitate his meeting, Jason chose an Independent Facilitator who knows a lot about employment
and is familiar with his neighborhood
Jason wants to take breaks every 30 minutes so he can stay calm
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Jason’s Person-Centered Plan
Jason’s Overall Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jason wants to find a job
Jason wants to move into his own place
Jason wants to make new friends
Jason wants to pursue his interest in music
Jason wants to become healthier

1. Jason wants to find a job
What? Jason loves to work in the garden
Who? Jason’s neighbor knows that they are looking for gardening help at the local senior center, Jason’s
service coordinator can talk to them about a paid internship
Support? Jason will need more training and a job coach plus some gardening tools
Timeline? The neighbor will contact the senior center in the next two weeks, Jason’s facilitator will
contact the Dept of Rehab who can pay for tools in the next month; Jason’s service coordinator will
contact some job coaches in the next month
Barriers? Employer needs to be trained
2. Jason wants to move into his own place
What? Jason wants his own place with one roommate close to his mom’s house
Who? Jason’s service coordinator knows of some people who might be looking for a roommate; Jason’s
mom has extra furniture and kitchen supplies
Support? Jason will need someone to teach him how to cook and do laundry before he moves out; Jason
will hire someone to support him in the apartment
Timeline? Get the living skills over next year; Moves out in a year, Jason’s service coordinator will contact
the possible roommates; Jason’s facilitator will help him find someone to teach him skills in the next
month
Barriers? Mom still wants Jason to live at home
3. Jason wants to make new friends
What? Jason wants friends who share his interests in video games, hiking, and traveling
Who? Jason’s friend said that he can introduce him to other friends, Jason’s cousin knows someone who
belongs to a hiking club, Jason’s facilitator knows of a group that plans inclusive travel adventures
Support? Jason will need transportation and support in the community
Timeline? Jason’s friend, cousin will get back to him in a month, the facilitator will send travel group’s
website
Barriers? Money to travel
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4. Jason wants to pursue his love of music
What? Jason loves to sing and loves music
Who? Jason’s sister suggests he join the church choir, Jason’s friend says that he knows a great guitar
teacher
Support? Jason will need transportation and support at church, Jason needs a guitar
Timeline? Jason’s sister will speak to the pastor next Sunday, Jason’s friend will give him the name of the
guitar teacher today
Barriers? Jason needs support to stay calm at church
5. Jason wants to become healthier
What? Jason wants to lose weight and avoid being diabetic; he needs a dietician and exercise, Jason
wants to learn how to cook to make things taste good to him.
Who? Jason’s service coordinator knows a dietician who works with people with autism, Jason’s former
teacher has a friend who teaches cooking, Jason’s aunt knows a good gym
Support? Jason needs a new doctor, support at the gym and cooking class, transportation
Timeline? All will get information to Jason in the next week
Barriers? Need to search for new doctor
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JASON’S INDIVIDUAL BUDGET
Last 12 Months of Regional Center Costs: $63,100
Day Program, Personal Assistant hours, Independent Living Skills training

Figuring out Jason’s Individual Budget Expenses

Service
GOAL: Jason wants to leave his day program and find a job
Gardening coach
Gardening tools

Who Pays?
SDP
Dept of Rehabilitation

GOAL: Jason wants to move into his own place
Coaching on home skills
Staff for days in community
Staff for home
Transportation

SDP
SDP
IHSS
ACCESS/SDP

GOAL: Jason wants to make new friends
Social coach and connector

SDP

GOAL: Jason wants to pursue his interest in music
Guitar lessons
Transportation to church

Mother
Mother

GOAL: Jason wants to become healthier
Dietician
Gym membership

Health Insurance
YMCA/SDP

Plus - Independent Facilitator and FMS

SDP
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Jason’s Self-Determination Individual Budget Expenses
SERVICE

AMOUNT

Gardening Coach
40 hours/month at job site for 6 months at $27/hour (including taxes & benefits)

$6,480

Coaching on Home Skills
6 hours/week for 12 months @ $27/hour including taxes
Staff for Days in the Community
150/hours per month for 12 months @ $24/hour including taxes & benefits
Transportation
Uber in addition to public transportation and ACCESS @ $100/month

$4,212

Social Coach and Connector
12 hours/month for 12 months at $30/hour including taxes
Gym Membership (partial)
$10/month for 12 months
Independent Facilitator
Facilitate PCP, Service ID, Manage Workers
FMS
Co-Employer Model @ $165/month
TOTAL

$4,320

$43,200
$1,200

$120
$1,500
$1,980
$63,012

Jason’s Choice of FMS
Jason chooses the Co-Employer Model because:
•He will have workers that he wants to employ
•He wants assistance in paying their taxes and getting liability and workers comp insurance
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MEET SOFIA







Sofia is 10-years old
Sofia lives with her parents (who speak only Spanish), two brothers, and grandma
in a 2nd floor apartment
Sofia is in 5th grade at a school that is far from her house
Sofia has cerebral palsy and uses a manual wheelchair
Sofia is very friendly and has a lot of friends at school but she doesn’t get to see
them outside of school
Sofia loves designing pictures on her computer, reading, being in a pool, watching
videos on YouTube, and playing with her dog

What did Sofia think about?
Strengths and skills: Friendliness, computers, math, art
Favorite things: Going to birthday parties, being with family, YouTube videos about
putting on makeup, reading stories about great women, water slides
Dislikes: Places hard to get to in wheelchair, teachers and aides thinking she can’t read,
when her dog gets too excited
Lifestyle/Culture: Hispanic culture is very important, holidays and celebrations are time
to be with family,
Hopes and Dreams: Having lots of friends to play with, having a place to hang out with
friends, doing well in school and going to college someday

Sofia’s Pre-Planning
Sofia and her parents decided:
•The meeting will take place on a Sunday evening at their church.
•They will talk about anything at the meeting concerning Sofia but not concerning the
family.
•Sofia invited: her mom and dad, two brothers, grandma, an aunt and cousin, her
teacher, her physical therapist, and her pastor
•Sofia chose not to invite her service coordinator because she is new to the family
•To facilitate her meeting, Sofia and her family chose an Independent Facilitator who is
the mother of another child with CP. She speaks Spanish and is familiar with the
community.
•Sofia wants the meeting to be in Spanish but wants an interpreter for her teacher.
Sofia needs a communication device to type out her wishes in case others can’t
understand her speech.
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Sofia’s Person-Centered Plan
Sofia’s Overall Goals
1. Sofia wants to be more independent and comfortable at home
2. Sofia wants to hang out with her school friends
3. Sofia want to go to a safe and good middle school
4. Sofia wants to learn to be an artist or graphic designer
1. Sofia wants to be more independent and comfortable at home
What? Sofia’s family needs a first floor apartment to avoid an elevator, Sofia wants an
electric wheelchair, Sofia’s parents want more training to help Sofia
Who? Sofia’s Independent Facilitator knows of some apartments that are available and
can help Sofia apply for SSI and get Medi-Cal, Sofia’s pastor knows of a foundation to
help pay for a wheelchair, Sofia’s therapist can recommend some parent training
programs
Support? Ongoing assistance with applications for benefits
Timeline? Public benefits help in the next month, Pastor in the next week, Parent
training programs in the next 3 months
Barriers? Parents are afraid to have Sofia apply for public assistance
2. Sofia wants to hang out with school friends and go to summer camp
What? Sofia wants to stay after school and to hang out with her friends on the
weekends and wants to be active in the summer
Who? Sofia’s teacher can get other students’ phone numbers, Sofia’s facilitator can find
some names of after school aides and camps
Support? Transportation and support staff after school
Timeline? Names provides in next two weeks
Barriers? Parents don’t trust people outside of the family to care for Sofia
3. Sofia wants to go to a safe middle school with good supports
What? Sofia wants to go to a middle school where she has friends, parents want it to be
in a safe neighborhood, Sofia wants some independence at school but will need a lot of
support
Who? Sofia’s teacher can give them names of schools to explore, Facilitator can help
advocate at the IEP
Support? Need aide at school but one that stays back until needed
Timeline? Schools’ names provided in next month
Barriers? Parents don’t want to challenge school and teachers
4. Sofia wants to be an artist or graphic designer
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What? Sofia wants to take an art class and learn graphic design on a computer, Sofia
needs a special computer and mouse
Who? Sofia’s teacher knows of an art class at the community center, Sofia’s brother can
teach Sofia how to use a graphic design program
Support? Need aide at art class
Timeline? Class name provided in next week, Brother can teach during the summer
Barriers? Acceptance in art class
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Sofia’s Individual Budget
Amount spent in last 12 months: $1,176
Respite – 7 hours/month

Sofia and her family ask for a change in her budget based on unmet need.
Sofia’s Case for Unmet Need:
1. Sofia has received the same amount of respite for 5 years, even though her needs
have increased since her younger brother was born and Sofia’s grandmother
moved in, who needs help from her mom.
2. Sofia’s parents work full time but did not know they could ask for after school
child care.
Regional Center Adjusts the Budget:
1. Regional center and your team agrees that respite should have been increased to
30 hours per month = additional $3,864 added to budget
2. Regional center and your team agrees that after school child care is a need for 10
hours per week at $15/hour for 32 weeks (school year)= $4,800
Regional center agrees to the adjusted budget of $9,840.
Figuring out Sofia’s Individual Budget Expenses
Service

Who Pays?

GOAL: Sofia wants to be more independent and comfortable at home
Electric wheelchair
Medi-Cal/Foundation
Parent training
Free/SDP
GOAL: Sofia wants to hang out with her school friends & go to camp
After school aide
SDP
Summer Camp
Scholarship/SDP
GOAL: Sofia want to go to a safe middle school with good support
School aide
School district
Speech & Physical Therapy
School district
Communication device
School district
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Advocacy at IEP (by Independent Facilitator)

SDP

GOAL: Sofia wants to learn to be an artist or graphic designer
Accessible Computer
Grant
Art class
SDP
Plus - Independent Facilitator and FMS

Updated: 7/18/18
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Sofia’s Self-Determination Individual Budget Expenses

SERVICE

AMOUNT

Parent Training
Group trainings
After School and Summer School Aide
After school aide – 10 hours/week, 32 weeks/year @ $15/hour
Summer School aide – 20 hrs/week, 4 weeks @ $15/hour
Summer Camp (partial)

$200

Art Class

$200

Independent Facilitator
Person-Centered Planning, Advocacy at IPP, IEP, & Public
Benefits Agencies
FMS

$1,500

TOTAL

$9,800

$6,000

$1,000

$900

SOFIA’S FMS
Sofia’s family chooses the Bill Payer Model because:
•
She will only be paying bills to agencies or organizations
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Hopes and Dreams
Please write down your answers in the blank boxes below.
These questions help you to start thinking about what's important to you and tells people about who
you are. You can use this information to help with person-centered-planning later on.
There are no right or wrong answers! Just take a few minutes and think about what you want other
people to know about you.

What are your skills?
(something you're good at like cooking
or dancing)

What are your favorite things?
(foods, activities, places)

What are your dislikes?
(foods, activities, sounds,
surroundings)

Describe your lifestyle.
(your habits and daily routines,
interests, hobbies)

Are there things that are part of your
culture that are important to you?
(religion, traditions, food, holidays)

What are your hopes and dreams?
(I want to work. I want to live on my
own)

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

Pre-Planning
Please write down your answers in the blank boxes below.
These questions help you to start thinking about your planning meeting.
There are no right or wrong answers! Just take a few minutes and think about what is important to
you for your planning meeting.

When and where should the meeting
happen that works best for you?

What do you want to discuss and what
don't you want to discuss?

Who will be invited to your meeting?
(family, friends, teachers, coaches,
service coordinator, other supporters)

Who will facilitate the meeting? And,
who will take notes?

Will there be anything needed for the
meeting?

What other things should be
considered that are important to you?

DRAFT
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Turning Dreams into a Plan
Once you have thought about your likes, dislikes and dreams, you can start to make a plan. This form helps you to start
thinking about a plan for your life. Think about the goals you have for your life. Pick one goal and write it down. Use the
questions below to anwer questions about that goal.
Write your answers in the boxes below. There are no wrong answers.
(draft)

Goal
Who can help you reach your goal?
(example: family member? friend?
teacher?, someone else?)
What support items do you need to
reach your goal?
(example: ramp, school supplies,
facilitator)
Target date for things you need?
(example: February 2019, by
Christmas, before school is out)
Is there anything stopping you from
getting what you need?
(example: not enough money, on a
waiting list)

DRAFT DRAFT
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Self-Determination Program Community Inclusion Assessment
Making Sure You Are Included in Your Community
California’s Self-Determination Program is designed so that you are included and live full lives in your
community. This is called Community Inclusion.
What does Community mean? People with and without disabilities around your neighborhoods, schools, work,
shopping areas, and other places where everyone goes.
What does Inclusion mean?
 You make your own choices.
 You are included and participate in the same activities as people without disabilities.
 You live in the same neighborhoods as people without disabilities.
 You have opportunities to work and contribute to your community.
 You have the chance to make friends with people without disabilities.
What does Assessment mean? Looking at information so that we can make a decision

STEP 1 – Participants fill out for all services
SDP Participant: ____________________________________________________________________________
Regional Center: ___________________________________________________________________________
Place of Service or Activity: __________________________________________________________________
Service Provider: ___________________________________Phone:__________________________________
Service Provider Email: ______________________________________________________________________
Think about the next two questions about the service, support, or activity you want.
Circle your answer.

1) Will you be in a place that is intended mostly for people with disabilities? YES
2) Will you be with a group of other people with disabilities?

YES

NO

NO

If you answered NO to BOTH questions:
 Go directly to the signature page. You and your service provider need to sign.
 Give this page and the signature page to your regional center service coordinator.
 You do not need to go to step 2.
If you answered YES to EITHER question, you will need to go to STEP 2 and fill out the Community Inclusion
Assessment Form for this service.
NOTE: You don’t need to fill this out to purchase items, such as diapers or medical equipment. This form is for
services only.
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STEP 2
Community Inclusion Assessment Form – Instructions
NOTE: If you answered YES to EITHER question on STEP 1, you must fill out this form before you can add that
service to your SDP Individual Budget.
Why do I need to fill out the Community Inclusion Assessment Form?
If the place or activity for your service is designed mostly for people with disabilities, you must fill out this form.
This form will ask questions that will help you and your regional center decide whether any changes will need to
be made to make sure you have Community Inclusion.
How do I fill out the form?
If you need help answering these questions, you can ask a family member, your regional center service coordinator,
or independent facilitator.
1. Answer the questions on the next page.
2. Sign the form (For children under 18, a parent or guardian signs. For adults over 18 who are conserved,
conservator signs.)
3. Give the form to the person or agency who will be paid to provide this service.
4. Give the form to your service coordinator at your regional center. You can send it by email, regular
mail, or give it to him or her in person. NOTE: Your regional center representative will visit the place
where you will get your service.
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Self-Determination Program Community Inclusion Assessment Form

SDP Participant: ____________________________________________________________________________
Regional Center: ___________________________________________________________________________
Place of Service or Activity: __________________________________________________________________
Service Provider: ___________________________________Phone:__________________________________
Service Provider Email: ______________________________________________________________________
Questions about Where You Will Get Your Service
The questions below will help you figure out if the place where you will get this service supports Community
Inclusion. If you answer NO to any of the questions, your regional center will work with you to see how changes
can be made so you can get this service.
Answer all of the questions. If the question doesn’t fit with your service, put an X in the answer box.
YES OR NO
Will you choose your activities?
Will you choose the staff that supports you?
Will you go in and out of this place at any time?
Can you choose not to go if you don’t want to go?
Will you look for a paid job or volunteer position in the community if you want?
Will you have your own cell phone or computer to call or email people?
Can you easily move around this place, both inside and outside?
Will you have the privacy you want?
Are the tables and chairs at this place the right height and location so that you are comfortable?
When you need to use the bathroom, take a bath or shower, or change your clothes, are you
able to receive help with this in private?
Will you decide if cameras, GPS, or other technology is used to check on you?
If you cannot use public transportation, does your staff help you go into the community?
If you answered NO to any of these questions, please explain:
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Answer these additional questions only if you will get this service in the PLACE WHERE YOU LIVE. If the
question doesn’t fit, put an X in the answer box.
YES OR NO
Will you pick where you live?
Will you have a rental agreement or lease in writing that protects you from being evicted?
Will you have your own room, if you want?
Will you have a key to the front door, your room, and a place where your stuff is stored?
Will your bathroom and bedroom have doors that close and lock?
If you share a room, will you get to choose your roommate?
Will you have privacy in your bedroom or other parts of the place you live?
Will you be able to have food anytime you want?
Will you have visitors anytime you want?
Will you come and go when you want?
Will staff and other people who live there always knock and receive permission before coming
into your bedroom?
Will you decorate your room anyway you want?
Will you choose the clothes you want to wear?
Will you be able to reach things you need in this place, like the refrigerator or washer/dryer?
If you ever want to move out from the place where you live, will you be able to?
If you answered NO to any of these questions, please explain:
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Signature Page
Name of SDP Participant____________________________________________________________________
Signature____________________________________________Date_________________________________
If under 18 or conserved, should be signed by parent, guardian or conservator.
Name of Parent/Guardian/Conservator________________________________________________________
SERVICE PROVIDER: By signing this form, you are guaranteeing that the services and supports are being
provided in places that are available to everyone in the community. Also, you are guaranteeing that the
individual supported will make their own choices about what they want to do, where they want to go and whom
they want to be with.
Name of Service Provider____________________________________________________________________
Signature____________________________________________Date__________________________________
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Activity: Figuring Out Your Individual Budget Expenses
1. Think of one your goals from your plan.
2. Can another source pay for those services instead of your self-determination budget?
3. If you want to use your individual budget to pay for it, think about how much money those services will cost.
 Are you paying a person by the hour? How many hours per week? How many weeks per year?
 Is it a one-time fee? Monthly fee?
 When will the service start? When will the service end?
 Do you need to pay taxes or insurance for your workers? Your FMS will help you for your real budget, but for this activity:
 Add 20% more per hour for taxes, workers compensation, and liability insurance
 If the staff will work more than 30 hours per week, add $240/month for health insurance

PCP/IPP Goal

Service

How often?

Start
Date/End
Date

Per hour or
Fee

Total
Amount
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Self-Determination Program Services by Category
Budget Category

Services

Living Arrangement

√ Community Living Supports
√ Financial Management Services
√ Homemaker
√ Housing Access Supports
√ Live-In Caregiver
√ Respite Services

Employment and Community
Participation

√ Community Integration Supports
√ Employment Supports
√ Independent Facilitator
√ Individual Training and Education
√ Non-Medical Transportation
√ Participant-Directed Goods and Services
√ Prevocational Supports
√ Technology
√ Transition/Set Up and Expenses

Health and Safety

6/7/18

√ Acupuncture Services
√ Behavioral Intervention Services
√ Chiropractic Services
√ Communication Support
√ Crisis Intervention and Support
√ Dental Services
√ Environmental Accessibility Adaptations
√ Family/Consumer Training
√ Family Support Services
√ Home Health Aide
√ Lenses and Frames
√ Massage Therapy
√ Nutritional Consultation
√ Occupational Therapy
√ Optometric/Optician Services
√ Personal Emergency Response Systems
√ Physical Therapy
√ Psychology Services
√ Skilled Nursing
√ Specialized Medical Equipment and Supplies
√ Speech, Hearing and Language Services
√ Training and Counseling Services for Unpaid Caregivers
√ Vehicle Modifications and Adaptations

Self-Determination Program
Financial Management Services

Least
Responsibility

Bill Payer
Writes checks for your
services and supports
You have no employees

Co Employer
You share the role of employer, but the
FMS will be the employer of record
FMS handles taxes and insurance
You can hire and fire workers

Most
Responsibility

Sole Employer
Helps you with all employer duties
You will be in charge of:
Taxes, paying bills and timesheets

